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Mission Statement
Mission: 

The mission of Chavez High School, an International Baccalaureate World School, is to inspire and support compassionate, respectful, lifelong learners who value cultural diversity
and are supported academically, socially, and emotionally.

Vision
Our vision is to become a leading comprehensive International Baccalaureate high school that inspires and prepares our youth for post-secondary success while being of service to

our community.

Value Statement
We believe in Service, Unity, Respect,and Aim for Excellence in all we do. 
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Needs Assessment Overview

As a result of COVID-19, our campus was not able to participate in state testing for the 2019-2020 school year. As a result, our overall rating of 77, as attributed on our state report
card will carries over to the 2020-2021 school year. Students did a state assessed EOC exam at the end of the 2020-2021 school year, however because of COVID not all students
were able to participated. Ads a result, the following, discussed data is the last thorough reflection of student performance. This rating indicates a campus score of 71 in Domain I:
Student Achievement, 81 in Domain 2: School Progress, and 68 in Domain 3: Closing the Gaps. In assessing our focus areas for the current school year, the following data was taken
into consideration. Reading Renaissance 360 data for the last two years show roughly 50% of all students requiring "Intervention" or "Urgent Intervention" in reading skills. 2019
Chavez High School STAAR Student Achievement data show 50%, 31%, and 4% of students Approached, Met, and Mastered Reading/ELA standards, respectively. Algebra 1 EOC
data demonstrates 53%, 26% and 14% Approached, Met, and Mastered standards, respectively. Biology EOC performance indicates 67%, 34%, and 9% of students Approached, Met,
and Mastered standards, respectively. Lastly, U.S. History EOC data indicates 82%, 56%, and 27% Approached, Met, and Mastered standards, respectively. Based on these data,
Chavez High School will focus on improving Reading and Writing performance for all students across all grade levels. Additionally, attention will be given to students both Meeting
and Mastering state standards. Furthermore, based on our Domain 3 rating of 68, Chavez High School will closely monitor and support all sub populations of students to achieve state
targeted goals. These sub-populations include All Students, African American, Hispanic, White, Asian, and Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, as well as Continuously
and Non-Continuously enrolled students. Additionally, in order to appropriately maneuver through the virtual learning environment, our campus will commit to providing technology
support to all staff including professional development for our district's teaching platform, ItsLearning, as well as our communication platform, Microsoft Teams. Lastly, as an
International Baccalaureate campus, Chavez High School will continue making strides to become a fully authorized Middle Year's Program campus as well as support our existing
Diploma and Career Programs to provide students the rigorous instruction needed for post-secondary success.
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Demographics

Demographics Summary

Chavez High School's student body, which has a current enrollment of 2617 students (Powerschool, 08/19/21), is characterized as 85% Hispanic, 10% African
American, 4% Asian, 1% White, 8% Special Education, 34% ESL/LEP, 91% Free and Reduced Lunch (PEIMS, October 2020), and 23% magnet or transfer. 
Our campus is made up of 249 total staff members, including 149 teachers, grade level assistant principals, a Dean of Instruction, additional content specialized
Instructional Coordinators, and many support staff members. Besides academics, our campus has a focus on supporting students' social-emotional needs. As a
result, we have restructured our administrative team to include six counselors, as well as have the support of two district Wrap Around Specialists.

 

Demographics Strengths

Chavez High School demographics have many strengths including a strong work ethic, the desire to succeed, a strong performance in accelerated classes, and a
focus to prepare for post-secondary classes. Our community is made up of hard-working, blue-collar families that desire the best for their children and want to
be an integral component of their education. As a result, our campus focuses on building strong parent partnerships, as well as provide parent education and
engagement opportunities through an active PTO, a newly formed Alumni Association, monthly Coffee With the Principal sessions, and additional parent
meetings. As many of our families come from various countries, we believe the majority of our students are benefited in being bilingual. Likewise, many of our
students take advanced coursework and have performed extremely well on International Baccalaureate (IB) and Advanced Placement (AP) exams. Such as,
over 200 students took one or more  of the over thirty IB courses offered last school year. Recent data showed students performing well in a multitude of exams
including Vietnamese, French, Spanish, History of the Americas, and Psychology to name a few. This last year's graduating class also had the highest number
of International Baccalaureate graduates with17 students. Students are also beginning to show more interest in our Career IB Program with 22 students,
 possessing an average of 4.75 GPA, enrolled last year. Additionally, our students are making progress towards being better prepared for the workforce by
attaining supportive certifications in the areas of Floral Design, Pharmacy Technician, Veterinarian Technician, Adobe, OSHA, and Certified Medical
Assistant. Furthermore, regardless of the pandemic, graduating seniors for the majority applied and were accepted into two-year colleges and four-year
universities, and were able to attain over 12 million dollars in scholarships. 

Problems of Practice Identifying Demographics Needs

Problem of Practice 1 (Prioritized): Students are testing below reading level on the Renaissance Screener (82% below grade level in 9th grade, 74% below grade level in 10th
grade, 19-20 data), and this gap in reading comprehension is keeping students from doing as well as they could on the STAAR test. Root Cause: Language barriers, as attributed by
our student's diverse backgrounds, could be a root cause of this data. Likewise, targeted intervention on building both reading and writing skills could also attribute to this
phenomenon.

Problem of Practice 2: Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, Algebra I students performed at 55% Approaches, 23% Meets, and 10% Masters level, Biology students scored at 59%
Approaches, 29% Meets, and 8% Masters level, and US History students scored at 75%, 52% Meets, and 27% Approaches. Root Cause: Though there are some areas of strengths in
these scores, reading and writing skills impact the performance on all disciplines and thus, a lack or inconsistent focus on developing these skills in non-ELA courses could be a cause
for growth needed. A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and supports also contribute to growth in these areas.
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Problem of Practice 3: TELPAS scores from 20-21, which show a student's English acquisition, indicate a minority of English Language Learners, less than 10%, are making yearly
progress in English acquisition, but rather are maintaining their current level of language status. Root Cause: A variety of root causes contribute to this performance including
difficulties associated with our current pandemic, perhaps not enough practice in taking the exam, a lack of focus on the exam and instructional supports that are needed for all staff
members. Likewise, purposeful planning to support English skills are needed for all learners in all content areas.

Problem of Practice 4 (Prioritized): Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, English I students performed at 40% Approaches, 27% Meets, and 4% Masters level, while English II students
scored at 50% Approaches, 37% Meets, and 3% Masters level. These performances are down 4% in Approaches, up 2% in Meets, and down 1% in Masters level in English I scores,
and down 4%, 1% and 1% in Approaches, Meets and Masters level when compared to 18-19 scores. Root Cause: A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and
supports in content and literacy development, aligned with rigorous college and career readiness standards could be a root cause. Content and literacy development opportunities need
to be more personalized and frequent across all disciplines to respond to the diversity of learner needs.
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Student Learning

Student Learning Summary

Chavez High School has progressed in many areas including student attendance, advanced academics, discipline, and aspects related to CCMR. In terms of attendance, our campus
has maintained about a 3% increase in attendance, 92.61% for 20-21 and 93.33% fro 19-20, when compared to the 18-19 school year of 89.65%. Advance academics have also shown
improvement, regardless of the pandemic. For the 20-21 school year, over 200 students took at least one of over 30 International Baccalaureate (IB)courses offered at Chavez High
School. 20-21 IB data indicate much success in EOY IB examinations with close to 300 passed exams. Some of the highest percentage of passing scores came from English Language
and Literature, Spanish, History of the Americas, Environment, and Mathematics IB exams.  Chavez High School also had its largest class of International Baccalaureate diploma
graduates with 17 students, and 22 Career Programme candidates who averaged a 4.75 GPA. When you look our discipline that does indirectly contribute to student learning, our
campus, as can be expected with a partial year of in-person learning, saw a decrease of 99% in In-school suspensions (ISS) and 97% in Out-of-School suspensions (OSS) when
compared to the 19-20 school year. A drop of 10% and 15% of ISS and OSS, respectively, had already been seen when compared to the 18-19 pre-pandemic school year. Although,
there was a drop in overall CCMR points, as attributed to COVID-19 and limited on-campus opportunities, there was still an increase in students meetings TSI ELA/Reading criteria,
4%, and mathematics criteria, 5%. Likewise, there was increase in students taking dual credit courses, 42% increase from prior year, and students earning certifications, 55% increase
from prior year.

When looking at our End of Course exams, our campus did see a slight decrease of 4% points in students approaching standards in English I and English II when compared to our last
exam data of 18-19, while meets and masters levels remained similarly the same. Biology and US History approaches scores did see a slightly larger decrease of 9% and 8%,
respectively. Algebra I, on the other hand, did show a few percentage points increase in approaches level as compared to the 18-19 school year, though meets and masters levels fell
slightly. We suspect that difficulties in virtual learning as well as hesitancy with families sending students face to face during the pandemic impacted our scores. Though, we are still
in a pandemic, our campus is focused, like last year, to prioritize safety and well as remedy learning gaps. Our hopes are that returning face to face will provide an opportunity for
immediate remediation of skills. Likewise, we are focused on building Reading and Writing skill across all disciplines and supporting PLC's in utilizing data and planning targeted
instruction to support all learners. Lastly, we want to ensure that all our student's basic needs are met and that their social emotional well being is healthy to support learning as well. 

Student Learning Strengths

As previously mentioned, our students have seen much success in advanced academic courses as they relate to International Baccalaureate coursework.For the 20-21 school year, over
200 students took at least one of over 30 International Baccalaureate (IB)courses offered at Chavez High School. 20-21 IB data indicate much success in EOY IB examinations with
close to 300 passed exams. Some of the highest percentage of passing scores came from English Language and Literature, Spanish, History of the Americas, Environment, and
Mathematics IB exams.  Chavez High School also had its largest class of International Baccalaureate diploma graduates with 17 students, and 22 Career Programme candidates who
averaged a 4.75 GPA. In terms of being College and Career ready, out campus saw an increase in students meetings TSI ELA/Reading criteria, 4%, and mathematics criteria, 5%.
Likewise, there was increase in students taking dual credit courses, 42% increase from prior year, and students earning certifications, 55% increase from prior year. Our goal,
however, is to move our overall rating higher as we did see an decrease from the previous year, as attributed to limited testing opportunities during our pandemic. Additionally, math
EOC scores have been primarily unaffected and saw a few point growth from our pre-pandemic school year though efforts must be given to all disciplines to ensure that Approaches
scores that decreased move in a positive direction. 

Problems of Practice Identifying Student Learning Needs

Problem of Practice 1 (Prioritized): Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, English I students performed at 40% Approaches, 27% Meets, and 4% Masters level, while English II students
scored at 50% Approaches, 37% Meets, and 3% Masters level. These performances are down 4% in Approaches, up 2% in Meets, and down 1% in Masters level in English I scores,
and down 4%, 1% and 1% in Approaches, Meets and Masters level when compared to 18-19 scores. Root Cause: A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and
supports in content and literacy development, aligned with rigorous college and career readiness standards could be a root cause. Content and literacy development opportunities need
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to be more personalized and frequent across all disciplines to respond to the diversity of learner needs.

Problem of Practice 2 (Prioritized): Students are testing below reading level on the Renaissance Screener (82% below grade level in 9th grade, 74% below grade level in 10th
grade, 19-20 data), and this gap in reading comprehension is keeping students from doing as well as they could on the STAAR test. Root Cause: Language barriers, as attributed by
our student's diverse backgrounds, could be a root cause of this data. Likewise, targeted intervention on building both reading and writing skills could also attribute to this
phenomenon.

Problem of Practice 3: TELPAS scores from 20-21, which show a student's English acquisition, indicate a minority of English Language Learners, less than 10%, are making yearly
progress in English acquisition, but rather are maintaining their current level of language status. Root Cause: A variety of root causes contribute to this performance including
difficulties associated with our current pandemic, perhaps not enough practice in taking the exam, a lack of focus on the exam and instructional supports that are needed for all staff
members. Likewise, purposeful planning to support English skills are needed for all learners in all content areas.

Problem of Practice 4: Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, Algebra I students performed at 55% Approaches, 23% Meets, and 10% Masters level, Biology students scored at 59%
Approaches, 29% Meets, and 8% Masters level, and US History students scored at 75%, 52% Meets, and 27% Approaches. Root Cause: Though there are some areas of strengths in
these scores, reading and writing skills impact the performance on all disciplines and thus, a lack or inconsistent focus on developing these skills in non-ELA courses could be a cause
for growth needed. A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and supports also contribute to growth in these areas.
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School Processes & Programs

School Processes & Programs Summary

Chavez High School has many programs that support our vision of, "becoming a leading comprehensive International Baccalaureate high school that inspires
and prepares our youth for post-secondary success while being of service to our community", and mission to, "inspire and support compassionate, respectful,
lifelong learners who value cultural diversity and are supported academically, socially, and emotionally." As previously mentioned, our campus offers over 30
International Baccalaureate and 6 Advanced placement courses. Based on 20-21 data, students passed over 300 IB exams and close to 128 AP exams. To
support students academically, Chavez High School provides support classes in English and Math, where both core contents are double blocked for freshmen.
Additional support classes for English II English Language Learners are also offered. A Dyslexia Specialist, which is a newer addition to our campus, is
committed to supporting our students with dyslexia's needs. Furthermore, all students requiring special education services are provided with in-class co-
teachers for academic support. Lastly, both in-school and weekend tutorials are provided, as well as the use of APEX to assist students with with original and
credit recoverzy. As we aim to support students socially, our campus offers over 20 clubs that students take part in. Some of these clubs include the Interact
Club (service oriented club), Name that Book, Rocketry, various honor societies, and cultural based clubs. Chavez High School also aspires to support students
emotional needs and thus, organizational changes were made to include six counselors and two Wrap Around Specialist. Based on last year's data, over 3000
student check-ins were conducted, over 1700 sservices were provided, and about 850 resources were provided to students and families. Resources included
assistance for mental health, basic needs, and employment assistance. As we possess a core value of Servie, we aim to support our community and parents with
resources and various family needs, and as a result have partnered with varous organizations such as the Houston Food Bank two assist our neighboring
families. 

School Processes & Programs Strengths

Chavez High School programs have many strengths. As previously mentioned, our advanced academic programs are growing yearly and students are excelling
in both our International Baccalaureate and Advanced Placement programs. Based on 20-21 data, students passed over 300 IB exams and close to 128 AP
exams.As we have added a Dyslexia Specialist to our campus, we also anticipate we will begin to see academic growth in all our dyslexic students.
Additionally, our focus in building instructional capacity in our co-teaching staff members will benefit our special education students. Campus culture as well
as student's social skills are supported with a plethora of clubs Chavez High School offers.Some of clubs include service, academic, professional and culture
oriented clubs that provide students an opportunity to meet others with similar interests.  Furthermore, as can be seen above, student's social emotional needs
are being met with the addition of new staff members, including six counselors and district Wrap Around Specialists. Lastly, our community is greatly
supported by  partnerships with outside organizations, such as Admore Health, Clothed by Faith, El Centro de Corazon, and the Houston Food Bank that meet
our family's basic, mental health, employment, and financial needs. Our initiative to serve our families is further supported by our campus' focus on building
parent engagement to support student and parent education. 

Problems of Practice Identifying School Processes & Programs Needs

Problem of Practice 1 (Prioritized): Students are testing below reading level on the Renaissance Screener (82% below grade level in 9th grade, 74% below grade level in 10th
grade, 19-20 data), and this gap in reading comprehension is keeping students from doing as well as they could on the STAAR test. Root Cause: Language barriers, as attributed by
our student's diverse backgrounds, could be a root cause of this data. Likewise, targeted intervention on building both reading and writing skills could also attribute to this
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phenomenon.

Problem of Practice 2: Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, Algebra I students performed at 55% Approaches, 23% Meets, and 10% Masters level, Biology students scored at 59%
Approaches, 29% Meets, and 8% Masters level, and US History students scored at 75%, 52% Meets, and 27% Approaches. Root Cause: Though there are some areas of strengths in
these scores, reading and writing skills impact the performance on all disciplines and thus, a lack or inconsistent focus on developing these skills in non-ELA courses could be a cause
for growth needed. A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and supports also contribute to growth in these areas.

Problem of Practice 3: TELPAS scores from 20-21, which show a student's English acquisition, indicate a minority of English Language Learners, less than 10%, are making yearly
progress in English acquisition, but rather are maintaining their current level of language status. Root Cause: A variety of root causes contribute to this performance including
difficulties associated with our current pandemic, perhaps not enough practice in taking the exam, a lack of focus on the exam and instructional supports that are needed for all staff
members. Likewise, purposeful planning to support English skills are needed for all learners in all content areas.

Problem of Practice 4 (Prioritized): Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, English I students performed at 40% Approaches, 27% Meets, and 4% Masters level, while English II students
scored at 50% Approaches, 37% Meets, and 3% Masters level. These performances are down 4% in Approaches, up 2% in Meets, and down 1% in Masters level in English I scores,
and down 4%, 1% and 1% in Approaches, Meets and Masters level when compared to 18-19 scores. Root Cause: A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and
supports in content and literacy development, aligned with rigorous college and career readiness standards could be a root cause. Content and literacy development opportunities need
to be more personalized and frequent across all disciplines to respond to the diversity of learner needs.
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Perceptions

Perceptions Summary

Chavez High School's core values include Service, Unity, Respect, and Excellence in all we do. Following the foundation of our values, we aim to be of service
to all our students and ensure everyone’s success regardless of race, sex, and learning ability. As result, our campus gives active efforts to supporting all our
students academically, socially, and emotionally. Based on our last official School Report Card, we do need to give added efforts to ensure our African
American and Asian students make adequate yearly progress as we just missed our target in the Closing the Gaps domain with both sub-populations. These
data, however, did indicate that growth was made by both Hispanic, not labeled as English Language Learners, and Special Education students. As previously
mentioned, English Language Learners also need focused attention, as the far majority of students, less than 10%, made adequate yearly growth in English
acquisition this last school year. When looking at our discipline data, a dramatic decrease of over 95% in discipline infractions was seen in
both ISS and OSS when compared to the previous school year. In looking at two consecutive years of discipline data there are no discrepancies in
over suspension of any sub-population, indicating that we are aiming to be fair and consistent with our practices. That being said, Chavez High did
have noticeable suspensions of special education students in 2018-2019 and for that reason our campus engaged in professional development throughout the
last school year to be more informed of previous suspension patterns and provide alternatives to suspension. In looking at our staff, our campus did rate high,
passing the district stretch goal, in the percent of retaining highly effective teachers at 90.7%. Our campus is continually redefining itself, especially as we
come back face to face, but our ultimate goal, again, is to make sure all students and staff are supported. We believe, based on feedback from staff, parents, and
community members that we are moving forward in creating a positive environment that holds high values, cares, and is conducive to student learning. 

Perceptions Strengths

Chavez High School has many perception strengths. Over the last two years, we have been able to sustain a 3-4% increase in attendance when compared to the
18-19 school years. We believe this supports aspects of a positive school culture. Other data that supports a positive environment is the retention of highly
effective teachers at our campus. Discipline issues, as mentioned earlier, has also gone down over the last two years. Roughly a 10-15% reduction was seen the
first year, while an over 95% reduction was seen last year. The latter we feel was attributed to COVID and the pandemic, however  more active attention is
given to provide alternatives to suspension. Likewise, after engaging in a year of professional development focused on discipline, our administrative team is
more conscious of suspensions and focused on building relationships, communication and finding additional supports through counselors or other staff
members. We do, however, have to do better at tracking all sub-population data as we want all students to be successful. This is an areas we see gaps in, as
discussed above, but again are we are conscious of the gaps and aim to remedy. As we move forward, again, Chavez High School aims to provide a positive
environment that holds learning as a priority while also meeting the social emotional needs of our students and staff.

Problems of Practice Identifying Perceptions Needs

Problem of Practice 1 (Prioritized): Students are testing below reading level on the Renaissance Screener (82% below grade level in 9th grade, 74% below grade level in 10th
grade, 19-20 data), and this gap in reading comprehension is keeping students from doing as well as they could on the STAAR test. Root Cause: Language barriers, as attributed by
our student's diverse backgrounds, could be a root cause of this data. Likewise, targeted intervention on building both reading and writing skills could also attribute to this
phenomenon.
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Problem of Practice 2: Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, Algebra I students performed at 55% Approaches, 23% Meets, and 10% Masters level, Biology students scored at 59%
Approaches, 29% Meets, and 8% Masters level, and US History students scored at 75%, 52% Meets, and 27% Approaches. Root Cause: Though there are some areas of strengths in
these scores, reading and writing skills impact the performance on all disciplines and thus, a lack or inconsistent focus on developing these skills in non-ELA courses could be a cause
for growth needed. A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and supports also contribute to growth in these areas.

Problem of Practice 3: TELPAS scores from 20-21, which show a student's English acquisition, indicate a minority of English Language Learners, less than 10%, are making yearly
progress in English acquisition, but rather are maintaining their current level of language status. Root Cause: A variety of root causes contribute to this performance including
difficulties associated with our current pandemic, perhaps not enough practice in taking the exam, a lack of focus on the exam and instructional supports that are needed for all staff
members. Likewise, purposeful planning to support English skills are needed for all learners in all content areas.

Problem of Practice 4 (Prioritized): Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, English I students performed at 40% Approaches, 27% Meets, and 4% Masters level, while English II students
scored at 50% Approaches, 37% Meets, and 3% Masters level. These performances are down 4% in Approaches, up 2% in Meets, and down 1% in Masters level in English I scores,
and down 4%, 1% and 1% in Approaches, Meets and Masters level when compared to 18-19 scores. Root Cause: A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and
supports in content and literacy development, aligned with rigorous college and career readiness standards could be a root cause. Content and literacy development opportunities need
to be more personalized and frequent across all disciplines to respond to the diversity of learner needs.
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Priority Problems of Practice
Problem of Practice 2: Based on 20-21 STAAR scores, English I students performed at 40% Approaches, 27% Meets, and 4% Masters level, while English II students scored at 50%
Approaches, 37% Meets, and 3% Masters level. These performances are down 4% in Approaches, up 2% in Meets, and down 1% in Masters level in English I scores, and down 4%,
1% and 1% in Approaches, Meets and Masters level when compared to 18-19 scores.
Root Cause 2: A lack of data-driven instruction with personalized scaffolds and supports in content and literacy development, aligned with rigorous college and career readiness
standards could be a root cause. Content and literacy development opportunities need to be more personalized and frequent across all disciplines to respond to the diversity of learner
needs.
Problem of Practice 2 Areas: Demographics - Student Learning - School Processes & Programs - Perceptions

Problem of Practice 1: Students are testing below reading level on the Renaissance Screener (82% below grade level in 9th grade, 74% below grade level in 10th grade, 19-20 data),
and this gap in reading comprehension is keeping students from doing as well as they could on the STAAR test.
Root Cause 1: Language barriers, as attributed by our student's diverse backgrounds, could be a root cause of this data. Likewise, targeted intervention on building both reading and
writing skills could also attribute to this phenomenon.
Problem of Practice 1 Areas: Demographics - Student Learning - School Processes & Programs - Perceptions
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Data Documentation
The following data were used to verify the comprehensive needs assessment analysis:

Improvement Planning Data

District goals
Campus goals
HB3 CCMR goals
Performance Objectives with summative review (prior year)
Campus/District improvement plans (current and prior years)

Accountability Data

Texas Academic Performance Report (TAPR) data
Student Achievement Domain
Student Progress Domain
Closing the Gaps Domain

Student Data: Assessments

State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) current and longitudinal results, including all versions
STAAR End-of-Course current and longitudinal results, including all versions
Texas English Language Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS) and TELPAS Alternate results
Postsecondary college, career or military-ready graduates
Texas Success Initiative (TSI) data for postsecondary/college-ready graduates data
Postsecondary college, career or military-ready graduates including enlisting in U. S. armed services, earning an industry based certification, earning an associate degree,
graduating with completed IEP and workforce readiness
Advanced Placement (AP) and/or International Baccalaureate (IB) assessment data
SAT and/or ACT assessment data

Student Data: Student Groups

Special education/non-special education population including discipline, progress and participation data
At-risk/non-at-risk population including performance, progress, discipline, attendance, and mobility data
EL/non-EL or LEP data, including academic achievement, progress, support and accommodation needs, race, ethnicity, gender, etc.
Career and Technical Education (CTE) data, including coherent sequence coursework aligned with the industry-based certifications, program growth and student achievement
by race, ethnicity, gender, etc.
Section 504 data
Dyslexia Data
Dual-credit and/or college prep course completion data

Student Data: Behavior and Other Indicators

Completion rates and/or graduation rates data
Annual dropout rate data
Attendance data
Discipline records
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School safety data
Enrollment trends

Employee Data

Professional learning communities (PLC) data
Teacher/Student Ratio
Campus leadership data

Parent/Community Data

Parent surveys and/or other feedback
Parent engagement rate

Support Systems and Other Data

Organizational structure data
Processes and procedures for teaching and learning, including program implementation
Budgets/entitlements and expenditures data
Other additional data
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Board Goals
Board Goal 1: ELAR The percentage of 3rd grade students performing at or above grade level in reading as measured by the Meets Grade Level Standard on
STAAR will increase 8 percentage points from 42% in spring 2019 to 50% in spring 2024.

Goal 1: The percentage of students performing at the Meets level in ELA will increase from 31% to 36% as measured by the 2021 STAAR English 1 and
English 2 assessment. More specifically the percentage of students performing at the Meets level in English I will increase from 27% to 31% as measured by
the 2021 STAAR English I assessment; and the percentage of students performing at the Meets level in English II will increase from 37% to 43%.

Summative Evaluation: Some progress made toward meeting Goal

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Decrease the number of students reading reading below grade level on the Renaissance Screener  (82% below grade level in 9th grade, 74% below grade
level in 10th grade) by at least 10%.

Evaluation Data Sources: Routine Renaissance  Screener assessments, ongoing school efforts to have all students read and write more in all classrooms, STAAR BOY,
MOY and EOY assessments, routine common, district and formative assessments.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Increase the number of all students making yearly progress in English acquisition on all TELPAS measured criteria, Reading, Writing, Listening and
Speaking, from the current 10% to at least double.

Evaluation Data Sources: Routine Renaissance  Screener assessments, ongoing school efforts to have all students read and write more in all classrooms, STAAR BOY,
MOY and EOY assessments, routine common, district and formative assessments.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Ensure that 100% of staff receive training in sheltered instruction best practices through the support of our ESL Coordinator, ESL Teacher Specialist,
Multilingual department, pre-planned teacher service professional development, and structured Professional Learning Communities.

Evaluation Data Sources: Ongoing assessment of progress and in-classroom practice implementation, pre-scheduled and calendared sheltered instruction professional
development, and routine assessment of formative, district and summative assessments.
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Board Goal 2: MATH The percentage of 3rd grade students performing at or above grade level in math as measured by the Meets Grade Level Standard on
STAAR will increase 8 percentage points from 46% in spring 2019 to 54% in spring 2024.

Goal 1: Increase the level of all students meeting standards on the STAAR Algebra EOC assessment as well as increasing the number of students reaching the
Masters level, currently at 23% and 10% respectively, by providing on-going professional development in sheltered instruction (Literacy Routines), small
group intervention, and decomposing of TEKS and data. By the end of the 2021-2022 school year, the overall percentage of students scoring at the "Meets" and
"Masters" levels in Math will increase by at 15% as measured by STAAR.

Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities

Summative Evaluation: Some progress made toward meeting Goal

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Aim for 100% participation in all district level assessment to ensure we have measurable date for all students in our target group.

Evaluation Data Sources: Participation rates on all district assessments and evaluation of performance.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Ensure that 100% of our retesting group is identified and assigned an intervention math class, as well as targeted intervention Saturday sessions.

Evaluation Data Sources: Evaluation of released testing data to establish re-testing and goals. Ongoing common, district and summative assessments to track progress.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Ensure that all first time 9th grade STAAR testers are enrolled in strategic learning intervention math class.

Evaluation Data Sources: Assess student scheduled to ensure students are double blocked in Algebra I and strategic learning.
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Board Goal 3: SCHOOL PROGRESS The percentage of graduates that meet the criteria for CCMR as measured in Domain 1 of the state accountability
system will increase 8 percentage points from 63% for 2017-18 graduates to 71% for 2022-2023 graduates reported in 2024.

Goal 1: Our goal is to improve our predicted CCMR score of 48% to at least 55%. Our action plan to do so includes: 1) increasing the opportunities and on-
going tracking of student certifications, 2) focusing on TSI readiness and testing opportunities, 3) Increasing CP and DP diplomas of graduating seniors, 4)
Increasing the participation and achievement levels on all exit level tests for graduating seniors, and 5) providing students, grades 9-11, more opportunities to
receive their CCMR point

Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities

Summative Evaluation: Some progress made toward meeting Goal

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Increase the offerings of College Prep Math and College Prep English from one to three classes per subject to help prepare students for TSI.

Evaluation Data Sources: Assessments of students schedules that were able to take the additional in preparation for the TSI and ongoing assessment of progress through
practice assessments.
HB3 Board Goal

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Increase the number of certification areas and opportunities for students. For the 2021-2022 school year, we were able to add the Certified Medical
Assistant, NCCER, OSHA-13, and various ADOBE certifications to the current list of offered certifications. All certification progress will be monitored by the teacher of record and
CTE administrator to assess student progress.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E CCMR assessment tool, campus created student tracking chart, DDIS support, ongoing assessment of certification status.
HB3 Board Goal

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Increase the opportunity for students, grade 9-11, to receive a CCMR point by utilizing the Home Language Survey and providing those that speak a
foreign language an opportunity to take the AP-foreign language assessments, as well as having 9th grade engineering students test for their NCCER certification at the end of their
Principals of Engineering course.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E CCMR assessment tool, campus created student tracking system, Home Language Survey, College Board and AP coordinator support.
HB3 Board Goal
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Board Goal 4: CLOSING THE GAPS  The percentage of students receiving special education services reading at or above grade level as measured by the
Meets Grade Level Standard on the STAAR 3-8 Reading and STAAR EOC English I and II assessments will increase 8 percentage points from 21% in spring
2019 to 29% in spring 2024.

Goal 1: CLOSING THE GAPS Increase the percentage of special education students "meeting" standards from 18% to 21% by the end of the 2021-2022
school years as measured by the English I and English II End of Course exam.

Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities

Summative Evaluation: Some progress made toward meeting Goal

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Ensure all inclusion teachers understand and implement student IEP accommodations.

Evaluation Data Sources: Monitoring of instruction and practices. Professional development aimed at understanding and implementing IEP's. Co-Teacher and Special
Education chair check-in, academic monitoring, and ARD participation.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Ensure all dyslexic students, though many fall under 504 services, receive the support needed by a recently hired Dyslexia specialist through small group
intervention.

Evaluation Data Sources: EZ IEP and 504 monitoring, Ongoing academic assessments by Case Managers and Dyslexia Specialist , common, district, and summative
assessments.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Ensure professional learning communities are data driven and include progress of all students, including our special education sub-population.

Evaluation Data Sources: Monitoring of PLC's and ongoing assessment data, support from our Dean of Instruction, Instructional specialist, and district data specialist.
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Board Goal 5: Additional Campus Goals- Campus goals that address the areas of Attendance,  Discipline, Gifted and Talented, Parent and Community
Engagement, Health Services, and other non-ELA/Math EOC targets.

Goal 1: ATTENDANCE: Our attendance goal is to improve our attendance percentage from 92.61% to 95% by the end of the 2021-2022 school year. This
year's percentage did drop slightly from the previous year's attendance rate of 93.33%. However, these last two year's attendance rate is much improved from
the 2018-2019 attendance rate of 89.65%.

Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities

Summative Evaluation: No progress made toward meeting Goal

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Weekly assessment of our attendance rates including all grade level performance.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E attendance data, support of truancy personnel, and attendance clerk.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Weekly monitoring of truancy documentation including attendance contracts, parent phone calls/meetings, and truancy court submission if necessary.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E attendance data, assistant principal and clerical support, district court support if necessary.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Adjustments of Organizational Chart to include personnel specifically assigned/overseeing attendance, as well as regular follow up meetings with
administration overseeing various aspects of attendance.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E attendance data, parent contact tracker, and support from teacher of records, administrators, and clerical support staff.
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Board Goal 5: Additional Campus Goals- Campus goals that address the areas of Attendance,  Discipline, Gifted and Talented, Parent and Community
Engagement, Health Services, and other non-ELA/Math EOC targets.

Goal 2: DISCIPLINE: Our overall goal is to decrease the number of Out of School  and In School Suspensions by 10% from our 2019-2020 data through the
use of early interventions, increased social emotional support and routine monitoring of progress. We will focus on identifying and referring students referred
for social emotional and counseling services to our counseling team and Wrap Around Specialists.  Our 2019-2020 data, which showed a 15%  decrease in
disciplinary infractions from 2018-2019, was utilized as this was our last face to face school year.

Strategic Priorities: Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being

Summative Evaluation: Some progress made toward meeting Goal

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Ongoing review of discipline data to monitor the progress of our goal, as well as  assessments of OSS, ISS, and DAEP referrals of all students and sub-
populations.

Evaluation Data Sources: Periodic internal audits will be conducted to assess discipline referral numbers and evaluate practices.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: SEL training on restorative practices for all staff members. Trainings include Agreement Contracts, Community Circles, and Restorative Dialogue.
Additional trainings on the use of Rethink Ed will provide us SEL resources as well as support this goal.

Evaluation Data Sources: Periodic internal audits will be conducted to assess discipline referral numbers and evaluate practices, A4E and district SEL support.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Adjustments of Organizational Chart to include personnel specifically assigned/overseeing discipline, as well as regular follow up meetings with
administration overseeing various aspects of discipline.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E, Administration and staff member support, DDIS, and district requested data.
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Board Goal 5: Additional Campus Goals- Campus goals that address the areas of Attendance,  Discipline, Gifted and Talented, Parent and Community
Engagement, Health Services, and other non-ELA/Math EOC targets.

Goal 3: SPECIAL POPULATIONS:  Gifted and Talented: Increase the number of students graduating with the IB diploma. 2020-2021 data showed over 200
students enrolled in IB courses, with 32 candidates for the IB diploma. Of the 32 students, 17, our highest number yet, graduated with the the full IB diploma.
Likewise, increase the number of opportunities for students to take Advanced Placement classes and success on AP tests.

Strategic Priorities: Expanding Educational Opportunities, Transforming Academic Outreach

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Increase the number of students enrolled in IB courses and graduating with full IB Diploma by 10% by providing IB DP candidates with counseling
support from both our IB coordinator and IB teachers.

Evaluation Data Sources: Monitoring of academic performance of IB students on all district benchmarks, evaluating schedules to provide advanced opportunities for
students showing potential, and checking in with counseling sessions given by our IB coordinator and teachers.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Increase the performance of IB/AP from 21% meeting standards to 25% by the end of the 2021-2022 school year.

Evaluation Data Sources: Ongoing monitoring of common, district and summative assessments, as well as performance on practice exams.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Increase the number of IB/AP/ and dual credit course offerings to ensure students have the opportunity to take part in advanced learning opportunities.

Evaluation Data Sources: Ongoing evaluation of master schedule, student and teacher survey, and performance of all advance learning assessments.
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Board Goal 5: Additional Campus Goals- Campus goals that address the areas of Attendance,  Discipline, Gifted and Talented, Parent and Community
Engagement, Health Services, and other non-ELA/Math EOC targets.

Goal 4: MANDATED HEALTH SERVICES
The campus will meet 100% of Mandated Health Services by the required dates for Immunization Monitoring, Vision Screening (Grades PK, K, 1, 3, 5 & 7),
Hearing Screening (Grades PK, K, 1, 3, 5, & 7), Type 2 Diabetes (Grades 1, 3, 5, & 7), Spinal Screening (Grades 6 & 9), Medication Administration and AED
Maintenance Checks.

Strategic Priorities: Ensuring Student Health, Safety and Well-Being

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: IMMUNIZATION MONITORING, data entry and state reporting requirements will be completed by a certified school nurse on or before October 22,
2021.

Evaluation Data Sources: Student immunization data.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: SPINAL SCREENING at Grades 6 & 9 will be completed by a certified school nurse or screener on or before February 2, 2022.

Evaluation Data Sources: Student screening, data entry, referral forms and state report data.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION, including, but not limited to emergency care of students with diabetes, seizures, and life threatening anaphylaxis
will be completed by a certified school nurse for the school year 2021-2022.

Evaluation Data Sources: Student medical records and Power School medical alerts.

Measurable Objective 4 Details
Measurable Objective 4: AED (Automated External Defibrillator) MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECKS will be conducted for all AEDs and an annual report summitted to
Health and Medical Services.

Evaluation Data Sources: AED maintenance logs.
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Board Goal 5: Additional Campus Goals- Campus goals that address the areas of Attendance,  Discipline, Gifted and Talented, Parent and Community
Engagement, Health Services, and other non-ELA/Math EOC targets.

Goal 5: Improve overall Biology scores by 15% and US History scores by 10%. Our current EOC performance in the areas indicates that Biology students
scored at 59% Approaches, 29% Meets, and 8% Masters level, and US History students scored at 75%, 52% Meets, and 27% Approaches.

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Routine assessment of ongoing common, district and summative assessments making modification based on support needed.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E STAAR Data, OnTrack, common assessment, district and state assessment data.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Ensure all Professional Learning Communities are data driven and meet immediately after assessments are given to analyze progress towards our goals.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E STAAR Data, OnTrack, common assessment, district and state assessment data.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Create re-testing plans for all EOC areas that include Saturday, after-school and in-class testing intervention.

Evaluation Data Sources: A4E STAAR Data, OnTrack, common assessment, district and state assessment data
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Board Goal 6: Parental Involvement Plan- The percentage of parents attending school meetings will increase from 15% to 30% or more by utilizing face to
face and virtual meeting sessions to offer multiple sessions on a monthly basis which will enable us to share campus news and better receive family feedback as
well as concerns. To increase the active membership of the campus Parent Teacher Organization by continuing to reach out to families and community
stakeholders via social media, community walks, and student engagement.

Goal 1: PARENT and COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Increase parent engagement by providing additional opportunities for parents to become active
stakeholders of our campus by having Coffee with the Principal meetings, partnering with the district's FACE department, and building on our newly formed
Parent Teacher Organization and Alumni Association.

Strategic Priorities: Transforming Academic Outreach

Summative Evaluation: Significant progress made toward meeting Goal

Measurable Objective 1 Details
Measurable Objective 1: Our goal is to continue growing our parental involvement through building our numbers of our recently created Parent Teacher Organization. Our campus
will help our PTO with marketing and recruiting by communicating upcoming meetings and allow for PTO to be a visible part of our campus.

Evaluation Data Sources: Routine meetings and discussion with our PTO to review participation.

Measurable Objective 2 Details
Measurable Objective 2: Our goal is to continue growing our parental involvement through building our numbers of our recently created Alumni Association. Our campus will
help our Alumni Association with marketing and recruiting by communicating upcoming meetings and allow for the Alumni Association to be a visible part of our campus.

Evaluation Data Sources: Routine meetings with our Alumni Association to review participation and strategize how to continue to grow.

Measurable Objective 3 Details
Measurable Objective 3: Our goal is to again meet Platinum standards  of the Family and Community Engagement department. This was a status we received in 2020-2021 and
aim to meet again. This was a progress of Gold status in 2019-2020.

Evaluation Data Sources: Routine data provided by HISD's Family and Community Engagement department, as well as Family Home Survey data shared with our
campus.
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State Compensatory
Budget for 027 Chavez High School

Total SCE Funds: $613,713.28
Total FTEs Funded by SCE: 8
Brief Description of SCE Services and/or Programs
We using the State Compensatory for 16.3 FTE positions that will assist the students that are at risk from dropping out.

Personnel for 027 Chavez High School

Name Position FTE

Charles, Joel R Tchr, Math 1

Cutaia, Sonia Jean Tchr, ESL Secondary 1

Dionglay, Nilo Reyes Tchr, Math 1

Flores Carrizales, Edna Abigai Tchr, Math 1

Pham, Tuyen Hong Tchr, Math 1

Riley Mahamane, Darlene Maria Tchr, ESL Secondary 1

Smetana, Kris M Tchr, English 1

Vacant Tchr, Math 1
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Title I Schoolwide Elements
ELEMENT 1. SWP COMPREHENSIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENT (CNA)

1.1: Comprehensive Needs Assessment

All schools develop comprehensive needs assessments as part of the planning and decision-making process. Title I schools have additional responsibilities to ensure that the plans and
decisions regarding the use of federal dollars align with program requirements and the needs of students. The comprehensive needs assessment (CNA) at this campus was developed
by principal and dean of instruction. 

ELEMENT 2. SWP CAMPUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN (CIP)

2.1: Campus Improvement Plan developed with appropriate stakeholders

The SIP is developed with the involvement of parents and other members of the community to be served and individuals who will carry out the plan, including teachers, principals,
other school leaders, paraprofessionals present in the school, and other stakeholders. Stakeholders were involved with the development of this plan in the following ways:

1) being invited and participating in the SDMC meetings 

2) having the school reports and data shared with them through school meetings and asking for input/feedback 

2.2: Regular monitoring and revision

Regular monitoring of the strategies funded through Title I occur in addition to the formative reviews required by this improvement plan. At our campus, regular monitoring of the
implementation of strategies and students' progress includes:

1) Campus common assessments

2) District Snapshots 

3) State data from STAAR 

4) Classroom monitoring by teachers, co teachers, instructional specialists

2.3: Available to parents and community in an understandable format and language

The SIP is available to parents in the following locations:

1) Link on campus website

2) Paper copies are availble in C100 with Title 1 contact 

3) Monthly parent meetings
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The SIP was made available to parents by:

1) electronic format via website

2) paper format via Title 1 contact office and parent meetings

 

We provide the SIP to parents in the following languages:

English
Spanish

2.4: Opportunities for all children to meet State standards

Opportunities for all students to meet the TEKS include these schoolwide reform strategies to address board goal 1 and 3 including meeting standards on the STAAR Algebra EOC
assessment as well as increasing the number of students reaching the Masters level, currently at 23% and 10% respectively and the percentage of students performing at the Meets
level in ELA will increase from 31% to 36% as measured by the 2021 STAAR English 1 and English 2 assessment:

1. Campus-wide afterschool, Saturday tutorials, and academic support classes to address reading, math, and language deficiencies.

2. Reducing class-sizes by acquiring classroom reduction teachers to provide more one on one support for students.

3. Focusing on Social/Emotional support through acquisition of counselors and wraparound specialists to ensure student non-academic, basic needs are met.

4. Sheltered Instruction EL Strategy Implementation - Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking for all students that are at-risk. Intiative for writing opportunites in core academic areas. 

2.5: Increased learning time and well-rounded education

Ways that we increase learning time and a well-rounded education for our students include:

1) opportunites for afterschool and Saturday tutorials

2) interventions classes and targeted student pull outs

3) technology via HUB and TEAMS due to campus being a PowerUp school with laptops assigned to all students 

4) increasing availibity of advance curriculum via IB/AP/Dual Credit 

2.6: Address needs of all students, particularly at-risk

An important campus focus is on schoolwide reform strategies that provide opportunities for all students, particularly those students who are at risk of not meeting the challenging
State academic standards at advanced and proficient levels of student achievement. The strategies provided are based on evidence-based research to increase achievement for each
student group on state tests and other assessments. To address Board goal 4 and 5, examples include the following:
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Building teacher capacity in their content areas and instructional areas:   assigning mentors to the 9 new teachers on campus, opportunities for professional development and
training, observing master teachers on campus as well as those identified from other HISD campuses, instructional specialist and teacher specialist to provide
coaching/feedback to teachers identified as level 1-2 on instructional criterion. 
Proficient Tier 1 explicit instruction taking place in all content areas:  utlizing campus wide common procedures to post class objectives, teacher modeling/examplers,
instructional labs, use of anchor charts, increasing writing practice in all content areas, use of sheltered instruction strategies via the multilingual department
Bi-weekly AT BATs:  teacher modeling in PLCs
Small Group Instruction based on student data needs: interventions via small groups, using common data reflection form in PLC to plan reteach

ELEMENT 3. PARENT AND FAMILY ENGAGEMENT (PFE)

3.1: Develop and distribute Parent and Family Engagement Policy

The following individuals, including roles (parents, teachers, admin, etc.) assisted with the development of the Parent and Family Engagement Policy:

Parents 
Teachers
Administrators

The PFE was distributed

On the campus website
Parent meetings
Availible in all academy offices

The languages in which the PFE was distributed include

English
Spanish 
Vietnamese

Four strategies to increase Parent and Family Engagement include:

1. Chavez will maintain a Parent Engagement Representative to focus on more parent involvement and provide our families with resources via wraparound services.

2. Monthly coffee with the principal meetings to increase our families' interaction with school administrators and share campus updates with our community.

3. Maintain our campus PTO/PTA with the goal of increasing the number of members with the help of our district's F.A.C.E. program to guide us in strategies for engaging families
and the community.

4. Complete daily attendance outreach, truancy prevention, and have staff participate in Grads Within Reach Walk.

3.2: Offer flexible number of parent involvement meetings

To help address board goal 6, The campus provided four Title I Parent Meetings and each meeting had an alternate time/date to accommodate parents' schedules. The meeting dates
are listed below. Meetings are recorded and updated to view at later times. 
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Meeting #1 - Sept 3, 2021 at 9am
Meeting #1 Alternate - Sept 7, 2021 at 4:30pm
Meeting #2 - October 1, 2021 at 9am 
Meeting #2 Alternate - October 5, 2021 at 4:30pm
Meeting #3 - April 1, 2021 at 9am
Meeting #3 Alternate - April 4, 2021 at 4:30pm
Meeting #4 - May 6, 2021 at 9am
Meeting #4 Alternate - May 9, 2021 at 4:30pm
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Title I Personnel
Name Position Program FTE

Abdoli, Mohammad HS Graduation Coach Credit recovery 1.0

Chenier ,Leonette Teacher, Intervention English 1.0

Guzman, Rosanna Counselor , 11M -Title 1 Counselor 1.0

Karageorgos, Demitrios Teacher, Class size reduct Core -Title 1 Social Studies 1.0

McDonald, Amanda Teacher, Class size reduct Core -Title 1 English 1.0

McKinley,Holly Teacher, Class Size Reduct ESL ESL 1.0

Pariona Manyari , Ivan Teacher, Class size reduct Core -Title 1 Math 1.0

Rodriguez, David Teacher, Class size reduct Core -Title 1 Science 1.0

Wilke, Brandon Teacher, Class size reduct ESL-Title 1 ESL 1.0
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Addendums
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2021-2022 Professional Development Plan* 
PD 

Dates 

PD Format PD Topic Resources Needed SIP Goal Alignment 

Aug. 16 
 

In Person & on 
TEAMS 

• Reading and Writing Initiative across all content 
areas. 

• PLCs 
o Review department goals 
o Develop/finalize Curriculum calendars 
o Review Data 
o Plan Lesson Plans for the first 2 weeks 
o MYP Calendar 

o Grading Scale 
o Common Assessment 1 

• Activity: Article focused on 
Reading across disciplines. 
Creating lesson plans for 
specific content areas aligned 
to reading/writing. 

• MYP Planners 

• A4E data 

• Board Goal 1 (Increasing 
student performance on 
STAAR ELA)  

• Board Goal 2 (Increasing 
student performance in 
STAAR Math) 

• Board Goal 5-supporting 
gifted & talented, Emerging 

Bilinguals and non EOC 
content areas 
 

Aug. 17 
 

In person 
(Rotations) 

• Reading & Writing Across all disciplines 
(continued) 

• ESL Updates/Training Support 

• SEL Updates/Protocols/Support 

• IB/MYP/CP-Updates/Curriculum/Support 

• Magnet/AP/GT- Updates/Support/Training 

• Sped/504/Dyslexia-Updates/Support/Training 

 

• Activity: Article focused on 
Reading across disciplines. 
Creating lesson plans for 
specific content areas 

• ELPS/Power 
School/Identifying Emergent 
Bilinguals 

• SEL Curriculum (counselor 
created) 

• IEP 
documentation/Identification 

• Board Goal 1 (Increasing 
student performance on 
STAAR ELA) 

• Board Goal 4-
Supporting/Increasing 
special education student 
reading levels.  

• Board Goal 5-supporting 
gifted & talented, Emerging 
Bilinguals and non EOC 
content areas 
 
 

Aug. 18 

 
Teacher Prep 

Day 

Teacher Prep Day Teacher Prep Day Teacher Prep Day 

Aug. 19 

 
District Academic 

Professional 

Development Day 
 

District Academic  

Professional Development Day 
 

District Academic 

Professional Development 

Day 
 

District Academic 

Professional Development 

Day 
 

Aug. 20 

 

In Person • TADS- Updates 

• First Day Procedures 

• Attendance for 1st & 2nd Day 

• Discipline/Fire Drills 

• TADS Criteria 

• First Day Protocols 

• Attendance Protocols 

• Fire Drill Procedures 

• Board Goal 5: Attendance 

procedures-increasing 

attendance percentage, 

establishing safety systems. 



• Grades 

• Faculty handbook 

• OneSource/AESOP 

• Finance Forms 

• PLCs 

• Faculty Handbook 

• OneSource/AESOP 

Sept. 17 

 

In Person & 

TEAMS 
• SEL 

• ESL/504/GT 

• Micro-Credentialing 

• Clever Touch Training 

• Compliance Training 

  

Oct. 4 

 

Online • Complete Compliance Trainings • OneSource  

Feb. 21 

 

In Person 

Rotations 
• SEL 

• Reading & Writing Across All disciplines 

• ELPS 

• SEL Curriculum (created by 

counselors) 

• Lead Teachers share best 

practices/current R&W 

practices 

• Lesson Plans/ELPS/MYP 

Planners 

• Board Goal 1 (Increasing 
student performance on 
STAAR ELA)  

• Board Goal 2 (Increasing 
student performance in 
STAAR Math) 

• Board Goal 5-supporting 
gifted & talented, Emerging 
Bilinguals and non EOC 

content areas 
 

* Only pdf documents can print with your SIP. Please complete and save as a pdf before uploading into Plan4Learning. 
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